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In this book geological the conditions of speleogenesis in the Miocene
gypsum in the Western Ukraine are characterized, particularly the role
of lithological and structural prerequisites in speleogenesis. The
special attention is given to structural and textural unhomogeneities in
the gypsum stratum and to their role in the formation of fractures.
Fracture systems in the gypsum and the structure of the unique maze
cave systems are examined in details. It is shown that speleo-initiating
fractures in the gypsum strata belong to the lithogenetic type and form
largely independent multi-storey networks, with each storey being
confined within a certain vertical structural/textural zone (unit) of the
stratum. This determines the multi-storey structure of the caves in the
region.
Two problems related to structural and textural characteristics of the
gypsum stratum are discussed in details: the formation of giant dome
structures by way of gypsum recrystallization during the synsedimentary and early diagenesis stages, and the genesis of fractures.
Speleogenetic realization of the existing structural prerequisites occurred under conditions of a confined multi-storey artesian aquifer system
due to an upward flow across the gypsum from the under-gypsum
aquifer.
The book may be of interest for karstologists, speleologists, engineering geologists, hydrogeologist, as well as for those who study
lithology and petrography of evaporates.

Tables 2, ill. 29, bibl. 67.
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INTRODUCTION
The territory of the western districts of Ukraine (Lvivska,
Ternopol'ska, Ivano-Frankivska, Chernivetska) is characterized
by extensive development of sulfate karst in the gypsumanhydride strata of Middle Miocene. Numerous scientific and
practical problems of regional geology, hydrogeology, engineering geology, geochemistry and environment protection are
related to the sulfate karst of the Western Ukraine. The unique
feature of the gypsum karst in the region is an extensive
development of maze cave systems. In the region five largest
gypsum caves in the World are located (Optymistychna 230km, Ozerna - 128km, Zoloushka – 90,2km, Mlynki - 36km,
Kristal'na – 22,6km), with their total length accounting for well
over half of the total length of gypsum caves that has been
explored around the world. Being the core of the karst studies in
general, the problem of regional speleogenesis had been
controversial during long time and had been resolved only by
the end of 1980s on the basis of the new concept of hypogenic
transverse speleogenesis (Klimchouk, 1990, 1992a, b, 1996,
2000).
Speleogenesis and karst development are controlled by
numerous factors, among which the structural and hydrogeological ones are the most important. Structural factors determine pattern of the initial (pre-speleogenetic) permeability of
soluble rocks. Besides tectonic prerequisites, lithological and
textural peculiarities of the Miocene gypsum stratum have
played a great role in the development of fracturing in it. The
study of the role that the above factors played in speleogenesis
is the main subject of the present work. This is examined using
data from many large caves of the region, but with particular
reference to the largest gypsum cave in the World –
Optymistychna Cave, where the linkage between fracturing and
morphology, and lithological and textural peculiarities of the
gypsum stratum is the most prominent.
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Charter 1
GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTINGS
OF CAVE DEVELOPMENT
The gypsum stratum of Miocene age is widely spread in
the southwestern fringes of the Eastern European platform, in
the transitional zone between the platform and the pre-Carpathian foredeep, where the gypsum stretches within the Western
Ukraine from northwest (the border with Poland) to southeast
(the border with Romania and Moldova) for 300km by the belt of
several to 40-80km wide. The total area of the Miocene sulfate
formation within the platform outskirt is about 20 thousands
2
km . Two major cave sub-regions, Podil'sky and Bukovinsky,
are situated in the southeastern section of the gypsum/anhydride belt (Figure 1.1).
The Precambrian crystalline basement is submerged here
to the depth of 1000-1200m and more. The sedimentary cover
is represented with formations of Paleozoic (Hercynian structural stage), Mesozoic and Cenozoic (Alpine structural stage). In
the valleys of Dniester River and its left tributaries, Lower
Devonian, Cretaceous and Miocene sediments are exposed.
Only Miocene sediments outcrop in the Bukovinsky sub-region.
The Miocene sediments along the platform margin overlie
the eroded surface of Cretaceous rocks. The Cretaceous succession include terrigenous and carbonate sediments, mostly
sands, sandstones, detrital and argillaceous limestones and
marls belonging to Albian and Senomanian. Its thickness
increases from 5 to 20m towards south and west.
The Miocene succession comprises deposits of Badenian
and Sarmatian age. Badenian is divided into three units. The
Lower Badenian unit, beneath the gypsum, includes mainly
carbonaceous, argillaceous and sandy beds (10-90m thick)
adjacent to the foredeep. These sediments replace each other
frequently and grade into a calcareous biohermal and sandy
facies (10-30m thick) toward the platform interior.
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Figure 1.1. A = Gypsum karst of the Western Ukraine and its zoning
according to types of karst: I = the gypsum entirely denuded; II =
entrenched karst; III = subjacent karst; IV = deep-seated karst. B =
Distribution of the gypsum stratum, sulfur deposits, and large caves in
the Western Ukraine (modified from Polkunov, 1990): 1 = the fringe of
the Eastern-European platform; the Carpathian foredeep: 2 = outer
zone, 3 = inner zone; 4 = the Carpathian folded region; 5 = sulfate
rocks on the platform. Tectonic boundaries include: 6 = platformforedeep; 7 = outer/inner zone of the foredeep; 8 = foredeep/folded
region; 9 = other major faults; 10 = flexures. 11 = sulfur mineralization;
12 = sulfur deposits; 13 = gas deposits; 14 = oil deposits; 15 = large
maze caves in the gypsum. See profile A-B on Figure 1.2.
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The overlying Tyrassky Formation (Middle Badenian) is
represented by the sulfate and carbonate facies. The gypsum
stratum has a thickness of 10 to 25m in the Podil'sky subregion, and up to 40m in the Bukovinsky one. It is variable in
structure and texture but almost everywhere occurs as a single
bed. Toward the foredeep the content of anhydrite increases in
the stratum. The detailed consideration of lithological and textural peculiarities of the gypsum stratum is given in the Chapter 2.
The carbonate facies of the Tyrassky Formation is represented with a layer of pelitic and cryptocrystalline limestone,
ranging from several tens of centimeters to more than 25m in
thickness, which overlies the gypsum. This limestone, locally
called "Ratynsky", contains two genetic varieties that differ in
carbon isotopic composition. The pelitic limestone has normal
13
13
"evaporitic" δ C values (-3 to -8 ‰ δ C). The other variety,
which is crypto- and microcrystalline, formed bioepigenetically
by replacement of the gypsum during sulfate reduction, which is
12
13
evidenced by C enrichment of calcite, with δ C signatures
ranging from -32 to -65 ‰ (Mamchur, 1972; Lein et al., 1977).
Where the limestone thickness exceeds 1 to 2m, it consists of
mainly epigenetic calcite, which locally replaces the gypsum
stratum entirely.
The Tyrassky Formation is overlain by the Upper Badenian unit, which begins with argillaceous and marly lithothamnion limestones and sandstone beds. Above this is a succession of clays and marls, with its lower part in the Upper
Badenian (the Kosovsky Formation), and its upper part in the
Lower Sarmatian, the total thickness ranging from 40-50m in
the Podil'sky area to 80-100m adjacent to the foredeep. The
clay cover thickens to several hundred meters close to regional
faults that separate the platform edge from the foredeep.
The Miocene succession is overlain by late-Pliocene and
Pleistocene glacio-fluvial sands and loams in the north-west
section of the gypsum belt, and by sand and gravel alluvial
terrace deposits left by the Dniester and Prut Rivers (late Plio-
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cene – Pleistocene) in the Podil'sky and Bukovynsky areas.
Many buried valleys, of early to mid Pleistocene age, are entrenched up to 30 to 50m into the Kosovsky and Sarmatian clays
and, locally, into the upper part of the Tyrassky Formation.
The present distribution of the Miocene formations and the
levels of their denudation vary in a regular way from the
platform interior towards the foredeep. The Tyrassky Formation
o
dips 1 to 3 in this direction and is disrupted by block faults in
the transition zone. To the south and southwest of the Dniester
Valley, large tectonic blocks drop down in a series of steps, the
thickness of clay overburden increases, and the depth of
erosional entrenchment decreases (Figure 1.2). Along the
tectonic boundary with the foredeep the Tyrassky Formation
drops down to a depth of 1000m and more. This variation, the
result of differential neotectonic movement, played an important
role in the hydrogeological evolution of the Miocene aquifer
system and resulted in the differentiation of the platform edge
into four zones (Figure 1-A) three of which represent distinct
types of gypsum karst: entrenched, subjacent and deep-seated
(Klimchouk et al., 1983, 1985; Andreychouk, 1984, 1988; Klimchouk, Andreychouk, 1988; Klimchouk, 1996, 1997a, 1997b,
2000). The gypsum bed is largely drained in the entrenched
karst zone, is partly inundated in the subjacent karst zone and
remains largely under artesian confinement in the deep-seated
karst zone.
The water table in the Miocene aquifer is accessible in
Ozerna and Optymistychna caves as cave lakes. The aquifer
drains through springs in bottoms and slopes of ravines and
-1
river valleys with discharges ranging between 0.5 to 15l s . The
water is characterized by SO4-Ca or HCO3-SO4-Ca compo-1
sition, with TDS content of 0.8-2.7g l .
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Figure 1.2. Alteration of hydrogeologic settings and types of gypsum karst in the direction from the internals of the platform
margin toward the Carpathian foredeep, the southeastern section of the gypsum belt (line A-B on Figure 1-B).
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In hydrogeologic terms the region represents the southwestern portion of the Volyno-Podil'sky artesian basin (Shestopalov, 1989). Sarmatian and Kosovsky clays and marls provide
an upper confining sequence. The lower part of the Kosovsky
Formation and the limestone bed of the Tyrassky Formation
form the original upper aquifer (above the gypsum), presently
drained through the most of the region except the zone IV
(artesian), and the Lower Badenian sandy carbonate beds, in
places along with Carboniferous sediments, form the lower
aquifer (below the gypsum), the latter being the major regional
one. The hydrogeologic role of the gypsum unit has changed
with time, from initially being an aquiclude, intervening between
two aquifers, to a karstified aquifer with well-developed conduit
permeability. Regional flow is from the platform interior, where
confining clays and the gypsum are largely denuded, toward
the large and deep Dniester Valley and the Carpathian foredeep. However, in the entrenched karst zone (Podil'sky area)
the deeply incised river valleys divide the Miocene sequence
into a number of isolated interfluves. This is the area where
most of the explored caves are located (Figures 1.3-1.4). The
water table of the Miocene aquifer is observable in Ozerna and
Optymistychna caves as cave lakes. Discharge occurs in
bottoms and slopes of ravines and river valleys in form of
springs outflowing from the Lower Badenian sandy-carbonate
unit. To the south-southeast of Dniester (Bukovynsky area) the
gypsum remains largely intact and is largely inundated. Further
in this direction, as the clay cover increases in thickness and
entrenchment decreases, the Miocene aquifer system becomes
confined. In this zone the groundwater flow pattern includes a
lateral component in the lower aquifer (and in the upper aquifer
but to a lesser extent) and a largely upward component across
the gypsum in areas of potentiometric lows.
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Figure 1.3. Geological map of the southern part of the intervalley
massif of Seret and Nichlava (After by Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov,
1983). For legend see Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4. Geological profiles of the southern part of the interfluve
massif of Seret-Nichlava (see the map on the Figure 1.3).
Legend to Figures 1.3 and 1.4: 1 = clays; 2 = marls and marly
limestones; 3 = "Ratynsky" limestone; 4 = gypsum; 5 = biohermal
limestones, sands and sandstones; 6 = sands, sandstones and
limestones; 7 = argillites and limestones; 8,9 = faults; 10 = Optymistychna and Ozerna caves.
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Chapter 2
LITHOLOGICAL AND TEXTURAL PECULIARITIES OF
THE GYPSUM STRATUM
Middle Miocene Badenian evaporites (the Tyrassky Formation) stretch along the northern and north-eastern edge of
the Carpathians through the territory of the Czech Republic,
Poland, Ukraine, Moldova and Romania. Within the Western
Ukraine, the gypsum stratum is characterized by considerable
textural and structural variations, both laterally and in the
vertical section, which reflect variable conditions of sedimenttation and diagenesis. These variations, noticed by early researchers (e.g. Kudrin, 1955, 1966), had been shown to play an
impor-tant role in speleogenesis (Klimchouk, 1986, 2000;
Klimchouk, Andreychouk, 1988; Klimchouk, Andreychouk and
Turchinov, 1995). The vertical differentiation of the gypsum
lithofacies guides the distribution of fracture networks and
eventually the structure of cave systems: their multi-storey
occurrence, plan patterns, etc. More recently, distribution of
evaporite facies in the region have been studied in details from
the sedimento-logical and paleogeographic perspectives (Peryt,
1996, 2001, 2006; Peryt et al, 1998; Turchinov, 1998; 1999a,b;
Turczynow, Andrijczuk, 1995). These studies distinguished the
main types of cross-sections, correlated them through the
region and elucida-ted the history of the Badenian evaporite
basin.
The gypsum of the Podil'sky area deposited in marginal
parts of the evaporite basin characterized by relatively low
salinity and periodical inflow of either fresh waters from the
adjacent surface or high salinity waters from the central part of
the basin. The gypsum varieties represent very shallow subaqueous gypsum deposited in a vast brine pan characterized by a
mosaic of facies (Peryt, 2006). Four characteristic types of the
gypsum cross-sections are distinguished according to the rock's
texture and structure (Figure 2.1). They change each other (1 to
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4) from north-east to south-west, from the periphery to the
central part of the basin.
Along the very north-eastern outskirts, almost entire section (up to 20-25m) is comprised by microcrystalline varieties of
light-grey and light-brown gypsum of massive alabastrine and
stromatolitic structure (Figure 2.1, type 1; appendix, photo 1),
with inclusions of larger brown crystals. In general, size of
gypsum crystals increases from the bottom upward across the
stratum. In the relatively homogenous rock, veins occur comprised by tabular crystals of yellow and honey-brown color up to
15-20cm in size, as well as lenses and isometric inclusions of
monocrystals of transparent selenite gypsum (appendix, photo
2
2) that can attain large volumes (up to 2m ).

Figure 2.1. Characteristic cross-sections of the Miocene gypsum of the
Western Ukraine and their correlation. Types 1-4 sections change
each other from north-east to south-west. Based on Peryt, 1996, 2001
and 2006, and Turchinov, 1999b.
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Locally, brecciated and laminated gypsum occur at the
top of the stromatolitic sequence, or as deep pockets in it several meters across. The laminated gypsum is comprised by alternating gypsum and gypsiferous clay varves (rythmite). The type
1 section is divided by sedimentologists (Peryt, 2006) into two
units separated by a thin gypsarenitic marker bed. This type of
the gypsum section is observed in Atlantida Cave, the easternmost gypsum cave in the region. Although textural and structural differences between the two units are not apparent here,
they are expressed by the existence of two storeys of passages, controlled by fracture networks confined to each of the two
lithofacial units.
Further to south-west but still within the left side of the
Dniester valley (Kristal'na, Ozerna, Optymistychna caves), the
gypsum section assumes a three-unit composition (Figure 2.1,
type 2). A more detailed diagram of the type 2 section is given
on Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. The structural and textural
differentiation (litho-facial units) of the
type 2 gypsum section, characteristic
for Kristal'na, Ozerna and Optymistychna caves.

The unit I has a thickness of
6 to 8m and is comprised by honey-brown and grey gypsum analogous to stromatolitic gypsum
described above. In the lower part
of the unit, lenses of argilo-sulfate
rythmite occur. In the middle part
of the unit, layers are deformed by
recrystallization processes so that
the varved structure turns into the
plicated one. The top of the unit 1
has the thickness of 2-3m and is
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characterized by presence of light-brown and dark-brown gypsum crystals up to 3-5cm in size occurring as thin layers
embedded in the white microcrystalline mass (appendix, photo
3). Waved and fan-like structures are distinguished in distribution of these crystals. The length of such "waves" does not
exceed 0.3-0.5m. Besides the above varieties of gypsum,
macrocrystalline gypsum occurs in the unit I, mainly aligning old
pre-speleogenetic fractures. It is represented by tabular and
palisade crystals of brown color, up to 5-10cm in size, forming
veins up to 20cm in thickness along paleo-fractures. Their
genesis is related to the movement of saturated solutions
through fractures. In places the gypsum is recrystallized to the
state of selenite gypsum.
The transition between the unit I and II is rather sharp,
although the contact is irregular and waved. The zone II is
underlain by the layer of white microcrystalline gypsum up to 10
cm in thickness. The unit II has a thickness of 1.5 – 3m and is
characterized by the alternation of 2 to 15cm thick layers
composed by microcrystalline and macrocrystalline gypsum.
The layers form dome-like structures of 0.5-3m in diameter
(appendix, photo 3). These structures are concentric-zoned.
The cores are usually isometric in shape and composed with
microcrystalline gypsum. They are covered by concentric layers
of 1 to 15cm in thickness, composed by alternating micro- and
macrocrystalline gypsum. The thickness of macrocrystalline
layers increases from the core toward peripheries. The microcrystalline gypsum varieties are represented by grains of isometric shape, 0.5 to 1.0mm in size. Macrocrystalline gypsum is
composed with crystals of tabular habitus, brown in color, 10 to
15cm in size.
Dome structures of the zone II are often complicated by
deformation and corrugation of concenters. Some largest structures have formed as result of intergrowth of two or three small
structures. Dividing boundaries between the structures of the
unit II are usually not clearly expressed.
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In the very top of the unit II is a layer of white microcrystalline gypsum of 10-15cm in thickness, with embedded clasts
of large crystals. This layer is known in the sedimentological
literature as the "alabastrine horizon" and the marker bed 1
(Peryt et al, 1998; Peryt, 2006). It occurs almost everywhere
within the region and used for regional correlations of the
gypsum sections. It is believed to form during a brief exposure
episode due to destruction and re-deposition of micro- and
macrocrystalline gypsum.
The unit II is separated from the above-lying unit III by a
layer of the bluish-grey bentonitic clay that has thickness
ranging 1 to 30cm, most commonly comprising 5 to 10cm
(appendix, photo 4). This layer is universally spread through the
Podil'sky area between the Seret and Zbruch river valleys.
Pinches and swells of the layer are caused by it's deformation
in the process of development of dome structures in the
underlying unit II. Bentonitic clays are the result of a chemical
transformation (halmirolysis) of the volcanic ash at the sea
bottom. They are composed mainly by montmorillonite, with
impurities of vermiculite and hydromica. It is likely that the
bentonitic layer had played an important role in the process of
recrystallization of gypsum and growth of the dome structures.
The bentonitic bed controls the position of ceilings of passages
of the middle storey (the unit II) in Optymistychna and Ozerna
caves. The use of this bed as a marker during speleomorphological investigations has allowed to reveal vertical displacements of the gypsum in zones of faults, as well as to control
and correlate a position of cave passages (storeys) in the
gypsum section between distant regions of the maze caves
(see section 4.4). The latter possibility was particularly important considering difficulties of instrumental control of passage
altitudes across the extensive mazes.
Above the bentonitic bed lies the unit III, the uppermost
part of the gypsum. In its lower part small dome structures of
0.2 to 2m in diameter occur, formed by concentric layers of
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alternating micro- and macrocrystalline gypsum. The most
distinctive feature of the unit III is an occurrence of giant domelike structures composed by brown-colored giantocrystalline
varieties of sabre gypsum. The dome-like structures can attain
8-10m across a polyhedral figure formed in the plan view by
boundaries that divide the structures, but typically are 4-6m
across. They are not regular half-spheres but are elongated
vertically. The core part of the structures is pillar-shaped, 10-50
cm in diameter and 1.5-3m high (up to 5m in Kristal'na Cave),
composed by microcrystalline stromatolitic gypsum. In the bulk
microcrystalline mass, some brown crystals of 2-3cm in size
occur. In the very top of cores isometric transparent monocrystals of honey-yellow selenite gypsum of considerable size (up to
1m) are almost always present (appendix, photo 5). Near-core
parts of dome structures have diameters of 1.5-2m and are
represented by alternating concentres of 1 to 15cm in thickness, composed with micro- and macrocrystalline gypsum. In
parts immediately adjacent to the core of structures a corrugation of some thin concentres occurs.
Peripheral parts of the domes display the radial-beam
structure. They are composed by large and giant (0.2 to 2m
long) sable-like crystals of brown color. The crystals are always
curved upward and splinter into many (up to 20-25) subindividuals, which makes them looking like palm leaves in the
section. Near the core, large sabre-like crystals are embedded
into the bulk mass of microcrystalline gypsum with preserved
stromatolitic structure. In the direction from the center to the
periphery the fraction of microcrystalline gypsum diminishes
considerably. In the same direction, the size of large crystals
increases.
The giant dome-like structures comprised by brown
sabre-like crystals are the result of synsedimentary (early
diagenetic) re-crystallization within a partly lithified sediment.
Their formation obeys the law of geometric selection
(Grigoryev, 1961). According to this law, those aggregates grow
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predominantly which centres of origin are located higher than
that of others. The growth of lower aggregates is suppressed
due to the lack of a free space. Growing concurrently, dome
structures are getting in touch with each other, forming planar
dividing boundaries, which create a polygonal network in the
plan view. Dividing boundaries are normally vertical if centres of
growth of neighboring structures are located at the same level,
or they are inclined if centres of growth are located in different
levels. The boundaries can be sealed due to intergrowth of
crystals, or they can be accentuated by the presence of a claycarbonate material, squeezed out into the inter-dome junctions
in the course of recrystallization of primary gypsum that
contained carbonate and clay impurities. In the latter case clear
and sharp boundaries between domes are formed, well presented in Optymistychna and Ozerna caves. Sometimes the
junctions are lined up with veins of tabular or selenite gypsum.
The inter-dome junctions are less distinct in the upper part of
the unit III, where concenters lie almost horizontally. In the plan
view, the dome-like structures are not circular but polyhedral.
The inter-dome junctions therefore form a continuous polygonal
network at the level of the unit III.
Further to west and south-west (the Dzhuryn-Seret interfluve massif and the right bank of Dniester) the character of the
gypsum section changes to the type 3 (Figure 2.1). There, the
gypsum stratum has also the three-unit composition, with the
same varieties but with no giant dome-like structures in the
upper part. The sabre-like crystals up to 50-60cm in length cut
the primary bedding structure, alternating 1 to 10cm thick layers
of microcrystalline stromatolitic gypsum and macrocrystalline
gypsum. The number of sabre-like crystals increases to the top,
where they comprise the bulk mass of the rock.
In some places (Nyrkiv, Ustechko, Potochishe, Tovtry),
the upper part of the type 3 section is comprised by sabre-like
gypsum which is different from the brown sabre-like gypsum
described above. The crystals up to 70-90cm in size are grey
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and curve toward a side but not toward upward. They do not
splinter into many sub-individuals as do brown crystals (appendix, photo 6). Unlike the brown sabre-like crystals formed due to
early diagenetic recrystallization of gypsum, the variety of
gypsum with grey sabre-like crystals is of primary sediment-tary
origin. It is characteristic for deeper parts of the basin with
higher salinity of water. Often such crystals curve in a single
direction, probably in the direction of inflow of more concentrated brines (Bąbel, 1996).
Further to south-west, the brown sabre-like gypsum disappear and the thickness of the grey sabre-like gypsum increases. The gypsum stratum assumes the structure characteristic
for the most of the area of the gypsum spread in the ForeCarpathians (type 4 section on Figure 2.1). In the bottom part,
the gypsum is comprised by giant gypsum intergrowths up to
2.5-3m in height. They are not twins as it was believed earlier
but represent symmetrical aggregates (pseudo-twins) composed by fragments retaining regularities of growth of curved-facet
crystals (Bąbel, 1997). This variety formed at depths of up to
10m in conditions of density stratification of water, with more
dense and saturated brines near the bottom.
Above this part in the cross-section lies a zone of
alternating stromatolitic and large-crystalline gypsum where
thickness of individual layers varies from a few cm to 50cm.
Above this zone large- and gianto-crystalline gypsum occurs
with grey sabre-like crystals oriented at the same direction,
separated into two horizons by a bed (5-40cm thick) of clastic
gypsum.
The uppermost (3-10 m) part of the section is comprised
by clastic gypsum (bedded microcrystalline gypsum, argilosulfate rythmite, gypsum breccia), the result of destruction and
re-deposition of primary micro- and large-crystalline gypsum.
In overview, despite of great structural and textural
diversity of the Badenian gypsum in the region, all these
variations can be reduced to three basic structural types of the
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rock: 1) stromatolitic gypsum (convolute laminations, microcrystalline); 2) large- and gianto-crystalline gypsum (giant
aggregates and intergrowths, tabular and grey sabre-like
crystals); 3) clastic (re-deposited) gypsum. All varieties of
gypsum are characterized by very low fraction of terrigenous,
carbonate and organic impurities; the calcium sulphate content
is 97-99.5 %.
Structural and textural unhomogeneities of the gypsum
strata and its differentiation into the distinct litho-facial units
played an important role in determining the pattern of fractures
in the gypsum, and hence in speleogenesis.
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Chapter 3
GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE LARGE
GYPSUM CAVES OF THE WESTERN UKRAINE
Fourteen large caves over 1km in length are known in the
region. Eleven are north of the Dniester Valley, within the Podil'sky sub-region, and nine of these caves lie within a narrow belt
sub-parallel to the Dniester Valley (Figure 3.1). Two caves
(Mlynky and Ugryn') are outside this belt, some 15 to 20km to
the north, but are within local paleo-valleys diagonally crossing
the interfluve massifs. All of these caves are in the II-nd zone,
as is one more cave, Gostri Govdy, on the south bank of
Dniester. Two other large caves, Zoloushka and Bukovynka,
are in the Bukovynsky sub-region, near the Prut River, generally in the deep-seated karst zone (IV-th zone), but within local,
particularly uplifted block (number 47 on the Figure 4.1), where
the upper part of the gypsum has been entrenched and drained.
Because of this, water table conditions prevail in the gypsum
unit within this area. In the area of Zoloushka Cave, additional
water table lowering has been caused by groundwater abstracttion related to quarrying of the gypsum, so that the upper storey
of the cave has been drained and became accessible to
exploration.
All the large gypsum caves in the region are mazes
developed along vertical and steeply inclined fractures and are
arranged into laterally extensive networks. Aggregating passages form lateral two- to four-storey systems that extend over
2

areas of up to 2.0km . Such areas, termed here cave fields, are
defined by drawing an arbitrary boundary closely comprising
a cave. Significant morphologic parameters of the caves and
cave fields are summarized in the Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Location and hydrogeologic settings of the main caves in
the Podil'sky and Bukovynsky regions. Numbering of caves
corresponds to the Table 3.1.

Optymistychna Cave is the longest gypsum cave, and the
third longest cave of any type, known in the world, with currently
230km of surveyed passages (Figure 4.6). The region contains
the five longest known gypsum caves in the world, accounting
for well over half of the total known length of gypsum caves on
the Earth. By area and volume the largest caves are Ozerna
2

3

2

(350,000m and 690,000m ) and Zoloushka (310,000m and
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Table 3.1. Characterization of cave patterns and porosity in the gypsum karst of the Western Ukraine
Area
Cave name Length, of the cave
km
proper,
2
6
m x10
Optymis188,0
0,26
tychna
Ozerna
111,0
0,33
Mlynky
24,0
0,047
Kristal'na
22,0
0,038

Volume
of cave,
3
6
m x10

Area of
cave field
2
km

Volume
of rock,
3
6
m x10

Specific
volume,
3
m /m

Passage
density,
2
km/km

Cave
porosity,
%

Areal
coverage,
%

0,52

1,48

26,03

2,8

127,0

2,00

17,57

0,665
0,08
0,11

0,74
0,17
0,13

13,2
2,38
1,82

6,0
3,3
5,0

150,0
141,1
169,2

5,04
3,36
6,04

44,59
27,65
29,23

Slavka
Verteba

9,0
7,8

0,019
0,023

0,034
0,047

0,07
0,07

0,98
0,66

3,7
6,0

139,1
117,8

3,47
12,00

29,05
34,74

Atlantyda
Ugryn’
Yubilejna
Komsomol’ska
Dzhurynska
Zoloushka
Bukovynka

2,52
2,12
1,5
1,24

0,0045
0,004
0,002
0,0017

0,011
0,008
0,003
0,003

0,02
0,01
0,01
0,01

0,29
0,14
0,08
0,07

4,5
3,8
2,3
2,1

168,0
176,6
277,7
177,1

4,00
5,71
4,00
3,00

30,00
33,33
37,04
24,29

1,13

0,0016

0,003

0,01

0,12

2,4

125,5

2,00

17,78

89,5
2,4

0,305
0,0043

0,712
0,006

0,63
0,02

18,93
0,14

8,0
2,5

142,0
120,0

3,76
4,44

48,41
21,50
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3

2

720,000m ), followed by Optymistychna Cave (280,000m and
3
560,000m ).
The absolute parameters of the cave systems change as
speleological exploration progresses. Specific parameters are
more informative. Specific volume (the cave volume to length
ratio) characterizes "voluminousness" (or average cross sectionnal area) of cave passages in a cave system. For the caves of
the region this feature ranges from 1.7 (Gostry Govdy Cave) to
3
8.0 (Zoloushka Cave) m /m; the average for the region is 3.86
3
m /m.

Figure 3.2. Configurations and relative dimensions of some cave fields.
All contours are pictured at the same scale. The actual relative position
of Optymistychna and Ozerna cave is preserved.
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Passage network density is characterized conveniently by
use of the ratio of cave length to the unit area of a cave field
2
(km/km ). This parameter varies for the region from 118 (Verteba
2
Cave) to 278 (Gostry Govdy Cave) km/km , with the average
2
value of 164km/km . The density of passages net-works does not
display any regional trend. It is shown in the chapter 4 that the
density of passages networks is determined by the density of
speleo-initiating fractures in a particular locality and a particular
unit of the strata.
The availability of the detailed morphometric data on the
caves and the host rock bodies allows the calculation of coefficients of karstification of the gypsum stratum both in terms of
area (areal coverage) and volume (cave porosity). The former
parameter varies from 17% (Optymistychna and Gostry Govdy
Cave) to 48% (Zoloushka Cave). High values are also characterristic for the fields of Ozerna Cave (45%) and Yubileyna Cave
(45%). The average value is 30%. The cave porosity parameter
varies from 2 % (Dzhurynska and Optymistychna caves) to 12%
(Verteba Cave), with an average value of 4.5%.
Figure 3.2 shows relative sizes and configuration of the
cave fields. It is evident that the cave fields often form elongated
figures. Elongated elements are concordant to directions inherent in the regional tectonic: northwest, northeast, and latitudinal.
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Charter 4
STRUCTURAL PREREQUISITES OF SPELEOGENESIS
AND THEIR REALIZATION
4.1. Tectonic faults, block and microblock structures
The Neogene succession within the platform outskirt is
broken into blocks by numerous faults of different orders. In the
interiors of the platform outskirt (the Podil'sky sub-region) faults
of northwest, northeast and latitudinal orientation separate
numerous blocks of various shapes, with cross-dimensions of 2
to 6km, and with displacements between adjoining blocks varying from none to 15m (Klimchouk et al., 1983, 1985; see Figure
1.3 and 1.4). Towards the foredeep, in the Bukovynsky region,
the block pattern changes so that blocks and the gypsum stratum
plunge step by step towards the Carpathian foredeep. As this
takes place, the amplitudes of displacement increase, as well as
the thickness of the clay overburden (Andreychouk and Kunitsa,
1985; Andreychouk, 1984, 1988; Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. The block-fault structure of the Bukovynsky region (after
Andreychouk, 1984).
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Within the cave fields the gypsum stratum is divided by
smaller tectonic faults into some microblocks, usually without
vertical displacement, or with displacements within a few meters.
Such faults can be mapped through large caves where they are
indicated by zones of destruction, brecciation or recrystallization
of the gypsum, linear zones of boulder break-downs and injections of the overlying clays, or by large fractures dissecting
the whole gypsum stratum. Slicken sides are observed in places. Carbonate flowstones and chalcedony mineralization often
occurs in the fault zones.
The hydro-levelling of the marker bentonitic layer has been
performed across the field of Optymistychna cave in different
directions. It has allowed to reveal the structure of the gypsum
stratum within the tectonic block and amplitudes of the stratum
displacement along zones of faults (Figure 4.2). The largest
displacement is found between the areas (microblocks) Ozerny
and Zaozerny, Tsentral'ny and Svezhaya Voda (4-6m). Displacements along other faults do not exceed of 1-2m. Generally,
within the Optymistychna Cave field, there is a tendency to
lowering of the gypsum stratum from south to north, and from
west to east.

Figure 4.2. The profile of the gypsum stratum across the field of
Optymistychna Cave. For key and position of lines see Figure 4.8. A
cross-hatched area indicates the hydro-leveling route through passages
of different storeys. Zero level is the level of the entrance.
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Tectonic faults are of different ages. In Optymistychna
Cave, the oldest fault is, likely, the one bordering the Svizha
Voda region to the southwest. It is represented by the zone of
destruction composed with boulder breccia, cemented with
argilo-carbonate material. Boulders are sized up to 1m, composed by macrocrystalline gypsum. This fault had formed prior to
speleogenesis, which is indicated by passages crossing this fault
o
zone. Besides the above paleo-fault of the 50 orientation, in
some places the zones of minor old faults are found, indi-cated
o
o
by veins of recrystallized gypsum. Their orientation is 70 , 315
o
and 350 . Other microblock faults had formed during the period
of active formation of speleo-initiating fractures. They are
o
o
o
o
oriented at 20-30 and 120-130 , less frequently at 90 -100 .
Microblocks are usually of quadrangular shape, with length
of sides of 0.3 to 0.5km. Each of them comprises an area of the
cave with peculiar characteristics of passages and their patterns.
Orientation and morphology of passages developed in the same
storey but in different cave areas (microblocks), as well as
passage density in the respective networks, differ considerably. It
should be stressed that distinctions between passages and
networks developed in different storeys, even if within the same
area, are always essential. Within a certain cave area the
distribution of passages (fractures) is rather uniform, and parameters of networks at each storey are quite steady in the lateral
direction.
4.2. Diversity of age of fractures in the gypsum stratum
The development of cave passages is strongly controlled
by fractures within microblocks. It is important to underscore that
fracture networks in the gypsum are composed with elements of
diverse ages. For the purposes of the speleogenetic analysis,
three main generations can be distinguished among fractures
occurring in the gypsum (Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov, 1982a;
1982b):
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1) Pre-speleogenetic passive fractures: those which formed prior
to the period of speleogenesis and by the time of speleo-genesis
already filled with lithified argilo-carbonate material. Such joints
did not show hydrogeological activity later on; they are indicated
by "ribs" and partitions projected from the walls of passages.
2) Speleo-initiating fractures: those which had been hydrogeologically active during the main phase of speleogenesis, guiding
the development of dissolution conduits. Traces of such fractures are almost always seen along the apex of passages and
other speleoforms, and in blind terminations of passages.
Networks of speleo-initiating fractures are "displayed" by the
cave maps.
3) Post-speleogenetic fractures: those which post-date the main
phase of speleogenesis; they are indicated by sharp "recent"
edges along their intersections with dissolution surfaces. Such
fractures are usually gaping, with openings ranging from a few
millimeters to 10-15cm. Post-speleogenetic fractures are often
new ruptures, but it is not rare that they inherit speleo-initiating
fractures which become gaping as the rejuvenation happens.
The mapping of fractures using this classification, performed in some caves of the region (Atlantyda, Dzhurynska, Zoloushka, Mlynky, Ozerna, Optymistychna), as well as the analysis of
the structure of cave systems in the plan and vertical views,
allows to consider in details features of fractures of different
generations, and to reveal their role in speleogenesis. Below,
pre-speleogenetic and post-speleogenetic fractures are briefly
characterized. Speleo-initiating fractures, immediately controlling
the structure of the cave systems, are considered in the next
section.
Pre-speleogenetic passive fractures are found in many
caves of the Podil'sky sub-region (Atlantyda, Mlynky, Ozerna,
Optymistychna, Slavka, and others) where they form "ribs"
comprised by a lithified argilo-carbonate material projected from
the walls of passages into cavities. They are most clearly expressed in the Bukovinsky region (Zoloushka Cave) where such
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"ribs" are abundant and large, often completely partitioning off
passages.
Pre-speleogenetic fractures in the caves of the Podil'sky
region occur predominantly in the lower part of the gypsum stratum, in the unit I. The surface of the walls of the fractures is
irregular. They are normally 0.5 to 5cm wide but swells are frequent. This is interpreted either as a result of dissolution action
during hypothetical ancient phase of karstification or as a result
of deformations due to recrystallization of gypsum.
Orientations of the pre-speleogenetic fracture networks
have been studied in Mlynky and Zoloushka caves (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3. Orientation diagrams of fractures of different generations in
some caves.
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The diagrams show polymodal distribution, which differs
considerably from that of fractures of the later generations.
Similar peaks of orientations of pre-speleogenetic joints (340350° - 70-80°) are characteristic also for Optymist ychna Cave.
Pre-speleogenetic fractures constitute the earliest generation of ruptures in the gypsum stratum, which had been
formed, likely, during Late Badenian. During the Kosovsky and
early Sarmatian times these fractures were filled with the argilocarbonaceous material and were not hydrogeologically active
since that. However, it is likely that pre-speleogenetic fractures
have had played an important role in controlling the processes of
recrystallization of the gypsum, serving as preferential paths for
migration of the interstitial water pressed out from the rock.
The dominance of NW and NNW orientations among prespeleogenetic fractures is concordant with their ancient age and
indicates activity of faults of the northwest orientation during late
Badenian - early Sarmatian. This is also supported by the fact
that the number and widths of pre-speleogenetic fractures
increase considerably from the caves of Podil'sky region to the
caves of the Bukovinsky region, in the direction from the platform
internals toward the foredeep.
Post-speleogenetic ("recent") fractures are found in all
caves of the region. They have not been affected by dissolution. The study of their relationships with dissolution surfaces and
secondary deposits in the caves has allowed to conclude that
post-speleogenetic fractures have diverse ages, yet within the
post-speleogenetic period (Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov, 1982a,
1982b). These fractures differ also by their origin: they can be
produced by the recent tectonic activity or be of the gravitational
origin (stress release fractures, crush fractures, etc.). Fractures,
formed due to the tectonic activity after the Middle Pleistocene
(after the end of the period of active speleogenesis), are
common in Mlynki and Atlantida caves, but they are rare in
Optymistychna Cave. Orientation diagrams of such fractures
show the polymodal distribution. Some peaks are inherited from
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the earlier generations, but new peaks appear at the directions
poorly represented or absent on the diagrams of fractures of the
older generations. In the caves of the Podil'sky region the
orientations diagrams of post-speleogenetic fractures clearly
demonstrate the sub-latitudinal and sub-longitudinal directions,
while these directions are poorly represented in the earlier generations.
Gravitational fractures are present in all caves but they
tend to occur in particular places. In the Optymistychna Cave, for
instance, stress-release fractures are developed predominantly
in the lower part of the gypsum. In the upper part they form
mainly along surfaces separating concentres of dome structures.
Crush fractures are characteristic in the pillars between neighboring passages of the lower storey. The pres-sure of the above
rock causes deformation of the thin pillars, their crashing and
destruction. The phenomenon of the pillars crashing is observed
only in the lower part of the stratum.
4.3. Speleo-initiating fractures and the structure of cave
systems
Speleo-initiating fractures are of particular importance as
they guide the development of cave passages and their patterns.
In the region, the spatial structure of cave systems is strongly
controlled by the structure of speleo-initiating fractures. As noted
above, the fracture networks are displayed by the cave maps, so
that it is proper to use the cave maps for studying speleoinitiating fractures. In order to evaluate the validity of an assumption that the cave maps can adequately represent fracture
networks, fractures have been mapped at large-scales (1:1001:200) in certain caves and their parts. Such maps (Figure 4.4)
demonstrate that characteristics of passages and passage
networks obtained from cave maps, such as orientation, lengths,
distances between passages in the set (frequency of passages
of the same set), shapes of polygons, network connectivity,
number of beams at the fracture intersections, in general adequa
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Figure 4.4. Fracture control upon the passage pattern in the upper
storey of Atlantida Сave.

tely represent corresponding characteristics of speleo-initiating
fractures and their networks.
However, the coordination between speleoforms and fractures is complicated in large rooms and galleries with consider-
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able gravitational modification of the morphology. Such speleoforms are usually junctions or merge combination of several
passages. In using cave maps for characterization of fractures
and fracture networks, such areas are to be excluded from the
analysis. Some other uncertainties will be noticed below.
To avoid repetition, in further discussion we will mean
speleo-initiating fractures when using the term "fractures", unless
otherwise specified.
Even the cursory analysis of the maps of the caves of the
region demonstrates the diversity of types of passage (fracture)
networks and their characteristics (Figure 4.5). In the works by

Figure 4.5. Different patterns of passage networks in caves of the
Western Ukraine. All maps are pictured in the same scale.
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V.N. Dublyansky (Dublyansky and Smol'nikov, 1969; Dublyansky
and Lomaev, 1980) and I.D.Gofshtain (1979) the distinctions in
the characteristics of passage networks between certain large
caves were interpreted as an indication of their occurrence in
differrent tectonic blocks.
Further exploration has considerably enlarged the caves
and the areas of their fields, and it became evident that a significant diversity exists in characteristics of passage networks
between areas within single large cave systems which occur
within a single block. The most essential point in understanding
differences in the networks characteristics was the recognition of
the fact that fracture networks and cave storeys are confined to
distinct units within the gypsum stratum corresponding to
particular structural/textural varieties of the rock (Klimchouk and
Rogozhnikov, 1982; Klimchouk, 1986; Klimchouk and Andreychouk, 1988). Fractures (passages) in different storeys (units)
form largely independent networks with quite distinct characteristics. The inter-storey differentiation of the passage (fracture)
networks and lateral differences in their characteristics between
caves and areas in a single large cave are expressed in all caves
of the region. This is considered in details in the next section.
4.4. Vertical (inter-storey) differentiation of fracture and
passage networks
4.4.1. Multy-storey structure of cave systems
The detailed examination of fractures in the gypsum has
revealed that in most cases they do not cut the stratum for its
entire thickness but are confined within certain intervals corresponding to certain lithological/textural units (zones).This is the
main cause of the multy-storey structure of maze caves in the
region (Klimchouk, 1986, 1992; Klimchouk and Andreychouk,
1988).
The first author has conducted special inspection of fractures within areas of some caves where passages of differ-rent
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storeys are superimposed and where maps were available
detailed enough to enable identification of places of passage
superposition. At the places where passages were superposed,
no trace can be normally found of speleo-initiating fractures that
control passages of the contiguous storey. Only in rare cases
passages of the contiguous storey are controlled by the same
single fracture propagating though several structural/textural
units. The exceptions are also the cases where speleo-initiating
fractures experienced the post-speleogenetic revival, or where
novel post-speleogenetic fractures formed.
The detailed morphological and lithological studies have
revealed that obvious differences in morphology and patterns of
passages between cave areas are in most cases determined by
their occurrence at different storeys.
In the comparatively small caves, for which the large-scale
maps and altitudes of passage floors and ceilings are available,
the storey structure can be easily revealed from the cave maps
and profiles (Atlantyda, Dzhurynska; see Figures 4.4, 4.10 and
4.12). In the large cave systems with extensive lateral development, usual cave maps do not allow identifying storeys of
passages in different parts of a system. Obvious morphological
differences between passages developed on different storeys
were previously interpreted as lateral (inter-areas) differences
(Dublyansky and Lomaev, 1980; Savchin and Gunjovsky, 1970;
Savchin and Kachkovsky, 1971, and others).
In order to reveal the vertical differentiation of passages
networks in the large cave system, the high-grade hydro-leveling
have been performed in Optymistychna Cave, during which
altitudes of passages and the contacts between different
structural/textural units of the gypsum stratum were thoroughly
controlled. Particular attention has been given to the marker
layer of bentonitic clay, which divides the units II and III (see
Chapter 2). This layer is universally spread within the cave field.
The profiles have been made through the whole cave field, from
east to west, and from north to south (Figure 4.2 and 4.7).
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It was found that the marker layer and the boundaries
between the structural/textural horizons of the gypsum stratum
occur quite steadily within tectonic microblocks. The altitude
variations within 1m for this layer are related to post-sedimentation deformations during recrystallization of the gypsum
stratum. The passage storeys occur steadily as well, being
strictly confined within certain structural/textural units of the
stratum. Thus, the possibility has been proven of using the
structural/textural criterion and the marker bed for identification of
storeys during morphogenetic studies, without continuous instrumental levelling of passages. This possibility is especially valuable in case of laterally extensive cave systems.
The morphogenetic survey performed in some caves
continuously (Atlantyda, Dzhurynska, Optymistychna) or in parts
(Ozerna, Mlynky, Zoloushka) has clearly demonstrated the interstorey differentiation of the passages networks.
Passages occurring on a certain storey can form net-works
well connected laterally on their own level through a considerable
area, but can remain isolated having no lateral connection with
each other. The latter case is well illustrated by the map of
Atlantida Cave (Figure 4.11-A). In some cases two or three
storeys of passages are developed through the same area, with
superposition of the networks, but more frequently the different
storeys are developed through the adjoining areas, being
laterally connected only along the common contour. This is
typical for the large cave systems of the Podil'sky region (Optymistychna, Ozerna, Mlynky).
Different variants of the relationship of passages of
different storeys are considered below.
Optymistychna Cave (Figure 4.6). In this largest and the
most complex cave system three main storeys of passages are
distinguished, each confined to different structural/textural unit of
the gypsum stratum (see Chapter 2). Figure 4.7 represents the
map of the storeys of passage networks for the whole cave field.
Most frequently passages of only one storey are developed
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within a certain cave area. The networks at different storeys developed in the adjacent areas are connected along the common
contour in a plan view. However, there are areas in the cave

Figure 4.6. The map of Optymistychna Cave as for 1990 (188 km).
Survey by the Lviv Speleo-Club in 1966-1990.
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Figure 4.7. The map of microblock and storey differentiation and the
morphological regionalization of Optymistychna Cave.
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where networks of two adjacent storeys are developed together,
being superimposed to each other. Networks in the each storey
are largely independent, being connected with each other in
some but not every points of superposition of passages in a plan
view. There are considerable distinctions in the structure of
passage networks developed on different storeys (see section
4.4.2), as well as distinctions in passage morphology (see
section 4.4.3).
Ozerna Cave (Figure 4.8). The gypsum stratum here also
consists of three units. The vast majority of passages in the cave
are developed in the middle part of the gypsum stratum (unit II),
immediately beneath the marker clay bed, forming extensive
areas of the maze.
Such areas are separated from each other either by tectonic faults, being connected by single passages on the same
level, or by local passage networks developed at the lower
storey. Cavities at the lower storey are represented either by
separate conduits of the "ascending" vent-like morphology, or by
local networks of narrow passages. In the first case, separate
conduits may be inclined or pit-shaped, rising from the lower
contact of the gypsum, and join the above situated master
passage at a side or at the end (Figure 4.9-B-b). Such conduits
are often obscured by clay sediments that partly fill passages of
the master storey but they can be easily recognized by the
presence of characteristic ear-shaped outlets and rising channels
in hanging walls above them. The morphogenetic mapping has
revealed that there are thousands of such vents ("feeders", in a
sense of Klimchouk, 2003, 2007) distributed rather uniformly
along the network of master passages (Figure 4.9-A).
In the second case, passages of the lower storey form
local networks that connect different areas of passages developed in the master (middle) storey: the "Perekhodny" area is a
good example, the part of which can be seen in the southwest
corner of the map in Figure 4.9-A. A quite extensive network of
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passages at the lower storey is in the south-west part of the
cave, seen in Figure 4.8 as a very dense pattern.

Figure 4.8. Ozerna Cave. Survey by the Ternopol' Speleo-Club in 19681988.
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.
Figure 4.9. А – fragment of the morphogenetic map of Ozerna Cave; B
– diagram illustrating the relationships between passages of different
storeys in Ozerna Cave: a) the case of an interconnected local network
at the lower storey, connected to the master storey along the common
border; b) the case of separate rising vents. After Klimchouk, 1992.
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Passages in the upper storey are poorly developed in the
cave, rarely forming small networks. There are several rather
large rooms at the upper storey. Their morphology indicates
confined flow (cupolas, domepits, blind ends, etc.), and some
cupolas reach the bottom of the overlying formation.
Dzhurynska Cave (Figure 4.10). The gypsum bed of 12-15
m in thickness has the three-unit composition in this area (type 3
section), with microcrystalline gypsum in the lower part, and
macro- and giantocrystalline gypsum in the middle and upper
part. The explored part of the cave represents the fragment of a
large cave system separated by breakdowns (Figure 4.10). In the
upper storey large sub-parallel master passages are developed.
Conduits of two subordinated lower storeys are situ-ated
between master passages and connect them. Points where
lower conduits connect to master passages have a characteristic
ear-like morphology. Conduits of different storeys are clearly
subordinated; the lower ones being the feeders for the upper
ones (see the profile on Figure 4.8).
Atlantida Cave. In the area of Atlantida cave, the easternmost gypsum cave in the region, the gypsum stratum of 18m
thick has the two-unit composition (the type I section). In the
lower part stromatolitic gypsum prevails, with inclusions of macrocrystalline gypsum and the argilo-carbonate material. Unlike
the most of the Podil'sky region, the upper part of the stratum is
also composed here with rather homogenous microcrystalline
rock. Sedimentologists (Peryt, 2006) divide the section into two
units separated by a thin gypsarenitic marker bed.
In the structure of the cave system two storeys are clearly
expressed (Figure 4.11-A; see also Figure 4.4). The lower storey is represented by large master passages developed along
the lower contact of the stratum, as well as by small systems of
low winding passages with complex shapes that confluence
to master passages. Passages of the lower storey developed by
buoyant dissolution by waters from the underlying aquifer, along
zones of the higher permeability in this aquifer.
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Figure 4.10. Dzhurynska Cave. А - plan, В - schematic profile showing
the relationships between passages of different storeys.

Passages of the upper storey have slot-like or rounded
cross-sections and clear smooth solution morphology. They have
no continuous connectivity on their own level, and are often
represented with isolated passages, developed laterally from
chimneys in the ceiling of master passages, being blind-ended
at both sides (see Figure 4.11- A). In some areas, where
master passages lie close to each other and where guiding fractures are laterally connected, passages of the upper storey form
small networks between the lower master passages.
The morphogenetic analysis of Atlantida Сave had
allowed, for the first time for the region, to discard the conventional regional model of speleogenesis, according to which the
caves were developed due to lateral flow, and storeys were
formed due to progressive lowering of the base level. The model
of "ascending" speleogenesis under artesian conditions had
been formulated, suggesting that caves were formed due to
rising flow across the gypsum (Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov,
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Figure 4.11.
Atlantyda Cave (A – a
fragment of the map)
and a conceptual model (B) of its multistorey
development
(after Klimchouk and
Rogozhnikov, 1982).
The map on A panel
illustrates the development of passages
and networks of the
upper storey in the
cave.
Numbers on the map A
indicate:
1 = cupolas and chimneys in the ceiling of passages in the lower storey; 2 = blind ends in
passages of the upper
storey; 2a = blind ends
in passages of the upper
storey developed along
the same fracture toward each other from
different master passages; 2b = blind ends in
passages of the upper
storey developed toward
each other along two
different
intersecting
fractures; 3 = connected upper storey passages developed toward
each other from differrent master passages of
the lower storey.
Legend to profiles on
B: 1 = limestones, 2 =
gypsum; 3 = biohermal
limestones; 4 = rising
cupolas and upperstorey passages; 5 contours of fractures; 6
= wider parts of fractures.
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1982; Klimchouk, 1990). Passages of the upper storey were formed by water rising from master galleries at the lower storey via
cupolas and dome-topped chimneys (Figure 4.11-B).
Atlantida Cave offers an outstanding illustration of various
stages of this uprising development. At points where growing
master passages intersected fractures of the next higher level,
blind cupolas begun to develop upward along them (see
locations labeled 1 on the Figure 4.11-B). Within the interval of
maximum opening of the upper level fractures, speleoforms
received lateral development to both sides from a chimney,
terminated with blind ends (labeled 2). In the areas where master
passages laid close to each other, and where guiding fractures
were laterally connected, passages of the upper storey got
connected, forming small networks between the master
passages (labeled 2a and 2b).
In the known cave only one place have been found, where
a cupola in the upper storey reaches the bottom of the overlying
formation. This is the place where upward discharge occurred
from the cave to the above-gypsum aquifer (see section 5.3).
Zoloushka Cave (Figure 4.12). The gypsum stratum here
has a thickness of up to 28m. The structural/textural differenttiation is not clearly expressed. With general predominance of
microcrystalline gypsum, the grains size increases from the
bottom upward. In the middle part of the stratum bedding is
apparent.
In the structure of the cave two storeys are distinguished
(Figure 4.12). The most of the mapped cave is represented by
the upper storey. The map shows about 90km of passages at the
upper level. Laterally continuous maze clusters form morphologically distinct areas of the cave, connected with each other
via few passages, sometimes via a single passage. The detailed
morphological characteristic of the cave is provided in Klimchouk
and Andreychouk (2005) and Andreychouk (2007).
Locally, networks of passages at the lower level are
accessible via large vertical pits (up to 20m deep) of the
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ascending morphology. Above such pits large smooth cupolas
are usually present indicating upward flow. The passages of the
lower level are completely filled with water and have been explo-

Figure 4.12. Zoloushka Сave. Survey: Speleological Club "Troglogite"
of Chernivtsi.

red by divers at one place. Their wide presence is indicated by
borehole data, observations in the quarry and by the presence of
subsidence deformations in the clay fill in the floor of the upper
storey passages. It is likely that networks of the lower storey
have no continuous development and lateral connectivity on the
own level, but occur as isolated clusters, being connected with
master passages of the upper storey via pits.
Many passages of the upper level have rift-like extensions
at their bottoms, going down through the middle part of the
gypsum, likely to the bottom of the stratum. Uncertainty is due to
fact that most of passages are partially filled with clay obscuring
the actual morphology. In some areas of the cave where clay
filling is washed out, the middle rift-like part of the cross-section
is exposed, with corrugated walls.
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4.4.2. Distinctions in structure of passage and fracture
networks developed on different storeys
In the comparatively small caves (Atlantyda, Dzhurynska)
differences in the plan structures of passages that occur at
different storeys are obvious (see Figure 4.4, 4.10 and 4.12). In
the large cave systems where extensive networks are developed
in different storeys, distinctions in the network structure are
evidenced in distribution of orientations, passages lengths,
distances between passages in a set, etc. It is obvious that such
distinctions are conditioned by peculiarities of the structure of
networks of speleo-initiating fractures developed in the
respective units of the gypsum stratum. These peculiarities, in
turn, are pre-determined by the vertical structural/textural differrentiation of the gypsum (see Chapter 2). Most clearly, the
relation between characteristics of fracture networks and
structural/textural peculiarities of the stratum are expressed in
Optymistychna Сave (Figure 4.13).The diagrams on the Figure
4.14 demonstrate distinctions in parameters of passages networks developed in different storeys in Optymistychna cave.
The Vkhodnoy area is developed at the upper storey (unit
III), the Poltora Saraya area represents the networks in the
middle storey (unit II), and the Averbakha and Aljonushka areas
represent the networks in the lower storey (unit I). The diagrams
demonstrate clear distinctions in the orientation distribution of
passages in the networks. Within the lower part of the gypsum
section (unit I) the fracture network is characterized by rather
distinct anisotropy of orientations, with 2 main and 1-2 minor
peaks on the histogram. Four-beam intersections of passages
and quadrangular shapes of polygons predominate in networks
of the lower storey (Figure 4.13). Speleo-initiating fractures are
rectilinear, their walls is even.
In the middle storey, within the unit II, the character of
fracture networks is quite different. Under influence of both inter-
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Figure 4.13. Characteristic patterns of fracture and passage networks
and passage morphology in different structu-ral/textural units of the
gypsum in Optymistychna Сave.

Figure 4.14. Distribution of orientations in passage networks developed
in different storeys in Optymistychna Сave.
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nal (lithogenetic) and external (tectonic) stresses, the rock splits
along the planes dividing small dome structures occurring in
this unit, so that resultant fractures attain zigzag-like configuration (Figure 4.13).
In fact, such fractures consist of several individual fractures
sequentially connected to each other, but two-beam junctions are
topologically indistinguishable from the fracture turns. In deriving
parameters from the cave maps, an orientation of such fractures
is approximated by a straight line corresponding to the axis of a
passage. In this case four-beam connections on the map usually
correspond to actual two three-beam connections of fractures. In
networks of the middle storey orientations anisotropy is also
evident, but yet in lesser extent than that in the unit I.
In the upper part of the gypsum stratum (unit III) composed
with giant dome-like structures, fractures form predominantly
along the sub-vertical planes that divide these structures. The
formation of fractures is facilitated by the presence of the argilocarbonate material, squeezed out to the boundaries in the process of gypsum recrystallization. In case of intergrowth of neighboring dome structures, the rock can split not along the dividing
planes but often across the structure. Sometimes, the structures
are split from the center to periphery.
When fractures develop along the plains that divide the
dome structures, a fracture network forms for which the following features are characteristic: 5-6-angular shapes of polygons,
the predominance of three-beam junctions, and the absence of
clearly expressed main orientations. The fracture distribution is
more isotropic, with multiple peaks on the diagram (see Figure
4.14, Vkhodnoj area). Such features are characteristic to networks of lithogenetic fractures.
A type of fracture (passage) networks is their most general characteristic (Rats and Chernyshev, 1970; Chernyshev,
1983). The analysis of cave maps and the description of networks given above suggest that the studied networks fall into the
intervening type between two extreme classes of networks,
systematic and polygonal. In Optymistychna Cave character-
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ristics of systematic networks (with a few prominent sets of
orientations) are most clearly expressed in the lower storey, to a
lesser extent but still rather clear - in the middle storey. Expressed systematic networks are characteristic of the neigh-boring
Ozerna Cave where they are developed mainly in the middle
storey, in unit II (Blyzhniy and Dal'niy areas), but also in the lower
level, in unit I (Perekhodny area). Two sets are sharply predominant here (Figure 4.15). Verteba Cave and those areas of
Optymistychna Cave that develop in the upper storey (in the unit
III), are examples of polygonal networks. In many other cases
networks have an intervening character well corresponding to a
special type of "systematic polygonal networks" distinguished by
Rats and Chernyshev (1970).
4.4.3. Morphology of passages of different storeys
As shown above, patterns of fractures (and hence that of
passages) in the gypsum are controlled by the structural and
textural peculiarities of the rock and its differentiation into several
units. Peculiar features of fractures occurring in the different units
also determine many features of the cave meso-morphology
(Demedjuk, 1982; Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov, 1982; Klimchouk, 1986; Demedjuk et al., 1988; Klimchouk and Andreychouk, 1988). These are characterized below on the example of
Optymistychna Cave, where influence of the structural/textural
factor is the most prominent (Figure 4.16).
In the upper part of the gypsum stratum (unit III) composed
with giant dome-like structures, passages commonly develop
along fractures dividing the structures. Such passages usually
have slot-like and triangular (7, 15) sections, less frequently rhomb-like (9) or rectangular (19) sections. In some places
pinches occur in the central part of the cross-section (17),
sometimes dividing a passage into two sub-storeys. Passages
occurring near the bottom of the overlying lime-stones, have the
flat ceiling (4, 5) composed with the above rocks. Morphology of
cavities in unit III is often complicated by small niches, shelves
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Figure 4.15. Distribution of orientations (A) and passage lengths by
orientations (B) in passage networks occurring in the same storey but in
different areas (microblocks) in Ozerna Сave. In network pattern,
passage lengths in one set characterize spacing between passages
(fractures) in the perpendicular set of passages.

and ridges (2). The axis of passages here are normally vertical,
less frequently - inclined (7).
Sometimes passages occur along fractures that split dome
structures radially (1, 12, 13). There are also passages developped along surfaces dividing concenters of the structures (18) or,
less frequently - along intersections between vertical fractures
and inter-concentres surfaces (10).
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Figure 4.16. Occurrence and morphology of passages of different storeys in Optymistychna Сave. Numbers are referred
to in the text.
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In the upper part of the gypsum some large galleries and
chambers occur, which formation is controlled by tectonic, hydraulic and structural/textural factors. Simple cases are represented by passages with rounded and oval sections complicated by rift-like extension at the bottom (14). More complex
cases are characteristic of the Zaozerny and Anakonda areas
of the cave (8, 11). The presence of cupolas and chimneys in
the ceiling is common, especially in the core and near-core
parts of the dome structures. Cupolas are up to 5 to 6m in
diameter. In the top of cupolas selenite monocrystals often
occur, protruded into the cave in the process of dissolution of
the host rock. In some places cupolas are complicated with
pendants and ridges (8) formed as the result of selective
dissolution of concentres composed by microcrystalline gypsum, or by dissolution along inter-concentres surfaces. This
phenomenon is common for Kristal'na Cave as well.
A peculiar kind of passages forms when blocks of the
gypsum detach along the surfaces between concenters in the
dome structures (3). At this, large spheroid boulders form
("stone balls", or "globes'). The ceiling shape follows contours
of such boulders.
In the lower part of unit III low (up to 1-1.5m in height)
passages of rounded shapes develop (6) often complicated with
smaller speleogens. Wide (5-6m and wider) and low (1-1.5m)
passages develop along the contact between units II and III.
Passages of the quadrangular shape are common for unit
II. Their ceiling is controlled by the bottom of unit III (20). Such
passages form along fractures occurring within unit II, terminating at the bentonitic layer. Some of such passages have
narrow and deep rifts at the bottom. Passages crossing the
central parts of the dome structures of unit II have a peculiar
section. Their ceiling is in 15 to 30cm below the bentonitic layer.
Sometimes passages occur with the section in form of upsidedown triangle (22).
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Walls of passages in unit II are characterized by complex
micro-relief, with numerous ridges and cornices. They are
formed due to selective dissolution of microcrystalline concentres of the dome structures. Prominent forms are composed
with less soluble macrocrystalline gypsum.
Passages in the lower part of the gypsum (unit I) normally
have rhomb-like cross sections (27). Combinations of two rhombuses occur frequently (28). Such sections form due to
episodes of prolonged still-stand of the water table at a certain
level during the stage of dewatering of the gypsum. Slot-like
passages (24, 26) are less frequent here. Wide and low
passages with plane ceiling occur along the contact of the
gypsum stratum with the underlying formation (29). Internal
surfaces of passages in unit I are smooth, moderately complicated by microforms, such as "ribs" of pre-speleogenetic fractures and isolated large gypsum crystals. Within maze networks
developed in the lower part of the gypsum (e.g. in Averbakha,
Aljonushka and Ozerny areas) vertical vents are widely spread,
rising from the bottom of the gypsum and having outlets that
widen upward. Such vents are interpreted as points of upward
recharge to the maze from the under-gypsum aquifer
(Klimchouk, 1990, 1992, 2000, 2007; Klimchouk and Shestopalov, 1990; see also section 5.3 for details).
Passages occurring along fractures that cut the gypsum
for the entire thickness have the most complicated morphology.
Such passages (21, 25, 30, 31) represent combination of
several speleoforms described above, characteristic of a certain
structural/textural unit of the gypsum.
4.5. Lateral variability of passage patterns and morphology
4.5.1. General regularities
It was shown above that the differences in the structure of
networks and morphology of passages between different areas
of the cave system are caused chiefly by their occurrence in the
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different vertical units (lithological/textural zones) of the gypsum
stratum that have distinct characteristics of patterns of speleoinitiating fractures.
Passage networks occurring in the same unit but through
different areas of a cave system show similarities in the most
essential features of the structure and morphology of passages
(network type, distribution of orientations, cross sections shape,
etc.) but may have some distinctions. The structural distinctions
are not essential, however (Figure 4.15; compare Blizhniy and
Dalniy areas that are in the same storey). Such distinctions
between networks of the same storey through the area are
determined by their occurrence in different tectonic microblocks.
The structural distinctions can be more substantial if the
networks are compared that occur in different tectonic blocks.
For instance, the networks in the same storey in Optymistychna
and Ozerna caves are in different tectonic blocks (compare the
Dalniy and Blizhniy areas in Ozerna Cave, Figure 4.15, with the
Poltora Saraya area in Optymistychna Cave, Figure 4.14).
Distinctions in morphology of passages of the same storey but
in different areas can be induced by hydraulic factors, such as
overall intensity of flow and position of the network in the
hydrologic system, i.e. its relationship to zones of preferential
recharge and discharge (see section 5.3). Passages that occur
in different tectonic block may experience different degree of
modifications during the post-hypogene stage, such as widening of passages due to enhanced dissolution at the water table
level. For instance, in the block of Ozerna Cave significant
widening of passages at the water table level occurred in the
middle storey, while in the block of Optymistychna cave this
affected passages in the lower storey.
An important question is how uniform is the distribution of
fractures and passages in the lateral direction.This characteristic is clearly scale-dependent. Consideration of cave maps
clearly shows that passages are quite uniformly distributed in
the lateral direction throughout certain areas of the caves, with
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some characteristic pattern (passage density and orientation).
Such areas, defined above as microblocks (also called
"regions" by local cavers), are often restricted (separated from
each other) by large fractures or faults that stretch for rather
long distances, dissect the whole gypsum stratum and are
obviously of the tectonic origin. However, in many other cases
passages just blindly terminate along a certain contour that
delineates the cave area. Also, there can be "blank" (nonkarstified) patches within otherwise densely karstified area. So,
the distribution of passages within the cave fields of large
mazes is clearly clustered (Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.17. Clustered distribution of passages in the fields of large
maze caves: A – Mlynky Cave, B – Ozerna Cave, C – Zoloushka
Cave. Cave maps by speleological clubs of Chortkiv, Ternopil and
Chernivtsi.
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It is typical that the cave areas (regions) integrating several kilometers, or even tens of kilometers, of densely packed
passages are laterally connected to each other only via one
single passage or a few passages, most often at the lower
storey. This explains why growth of the explored lengths of
particular caves in the region has a pulse character: - periods of
steady lengths figures give place to periods of quick growth of
figures, which begin after breakthroughs to a next large cluster
of passages (cave area, or region).
In the larger (regional) scale, caves occur by patches
(Figure 3.2). Despite of the exploration constrain, that means
that contours of the cave fields (mapped passages) are not
exhaustive complete, and the clustered distribution of passages
is obvious. This irregularity of karstification cannot be translated
on the distribution of fractures; - it may just indicate that
speleogenetic realization of fractures is not uniform through the
area. In this larger scale, the distribution of passages through
the area is also controlled by the hydrogeologic conditions of
the cave development in the multi-storey aquifer system (see
section 5.3).
4.5.2. Regionalization of large cave systems
Continuous mapping of the passage networks differentiation in the area and the vertical section performed in Optymistychna Cave has allowed to perform the morphological
regionalization of this largest gypsum cave in the world. A
morphologic region of the cave is defined as a part of the cave
that occurs within a certain tectonic microblock, characterized
by with the same set of passage storeys in it and by peculiar
orientation and morphology of speleoforms developed on each
of the storeys present. Regions are bordered and separated
from each other by tectonic faults or non-karstified "blank"
areas. Within a region, sub-regions and areas can be distinguished, defined respectively as parts of regions with the same set
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of storeys, and consolidated parts of the regions or sub-regions
with passages developed in one of the storeys, with steady
passage morphology characteristics.
In total, 11 regions, 18 sub-regions and 9 areas are distinguished in Optymistychna Сave (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7).
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Chapter 5
SOME CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS
Among scientific problems, related to the structural
prerequisites of speleogenesis in the Western Ukraine considered above, the following ones are the most interesting: 1)
Causes and mechanisms of vertical structural/textural differentiation of the gypsum stratum and of the formation of the unique
giant dome structures; 2) Genesis of fractures in the gypsum
stratum; 3) Hydrogeological conditions of realization of the
structural prerequisites of speleogenesis.
5.1. Diagenesis of sulfate sediments and the genesis of the
dome structures
Lithological and structural peculiarities of the gypsum in
the Western Ukraine attracted attention of many researchers.
Some of them (Gofshtain, 1979; Dublyansky and Lomaev,
1980; Dublyansky and Smol'nikov, 1969) treated the dome
structures as the hydration folds, the result of rock deformation
during transformation of anhydrite to gypsum. Other workers
(Korzhenevsky and Rogozhnikov, 1978) considered these
structures as the result of diagenesis of silt with the colloid
structure.
The dome structures are common in evaporite formations
of many regions of the world. They are also known in the middle
part of the Miocene gypsum in the Southern Poland, to where
the sulfate belt of the Western Ukraine extends. Views of the
Polish researchers on the genesis of the structures are also
contradictory (Bąbel, 1986). A. Malicki (1947) thought that the
formation of the dome structures is the result of deformations
induced by hydration of anhydrite.J. Flis (1954) treated them as
pingo forms, frost hummocks with an ice core. Witrwalski (1976)
considered the dome structures as the primary features formed
as the result of crystallization of successive layers on bulges of
the lagoon bottom. The view about the primary nature of the
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discussed structures is shared by Bąbel (1986) who noted that
macrocrystalline and giantocrystalline (sabre-like) crystals grow
outside from the chaotically crystallized core, reaching the
radial orientation. This is not characteristic of the sabre-like
gypsum, but this is regarded by Bąbel as an evidence of the
primary origin of the structures. However, Bąbel admits that the
primary nature of the dome structures was not proved.
As noted above, the dome structures in the gypsum of the
Podil'sky region differ from similar features of the foreCarpathians and other regions around the world. They could not
form as a result of hydration of anhydride. It is proven (Koltun
et. al., 1972; Kropacheva, 1981; Kudrin, 1966; Petrichenko
et.al., 1988) that in the studied region gypsum was the primary
deposited mineral but not anhydrite. The thickness and pressure of the overburden in the platform outskirts never were high
enough to allow further dehydration of the primary gypsum.
This is also evidenced by the presence of the gypsum with
remaining primary structures (bedded gypsum, argilo-sulfate
rythmite, etc.) that would be inevitably destroyed during the
dehydration/hydration cycle.
The hypothesis about formation of the dome structures in
the result of diagenesis of silt with the colloidal structure is also
questionable. It is known that newly deposited evaporate
minerals do not form colloidal mixture, and that the primary
gypsum sediment form friable mass with 10 to 50% porosity,
impregnated with water and compacting downward (Sonnenfeld, 1988; Strakhov, 1962) rather than many meters thick mud
suspension with the colloidal structure. Besides, crystallization
of a colloid would be complete and homogenous, and dividing
surfaces between adjacent domes would be even, without
intergrowth of crystals of the adjacent structures (Lebedev,
1965). In our case, crystallization of gypsum within the structures is inhomogeneous and intergrowth of crystals between the
structures is common; this supports that grows of the dome
structures occurred not in the colloidal media.
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We believe that the structural/textural differentiation of the
gypsum strata in the Western Ukraine is the result of the
structural transformation of the primary gypsum sediment
during sedimentation and early diagenesis (Klimchouk et al.,
1995; Turczynow and Andrijczuk, 1995; Turchinov, 1998,
1999a). This is supported by the presence of relics of the
primary gypsum in the core and near-core parts of the dome
structures, the lentil-shaped habitus of crystals in the crosssection and their splintering into sub-individuals, and other
peculiar features. The mechanism of the transformation of the
primary gypsum is not well understood. It is clear only that
recrystallization of gypsum occurred under conditions of ascending movement of saturated interstitial waters.
At present, we can only make some speculations about
conditions and processes of the syn- and post-sedimentary
transformations of the gypsum sediment. In the lower, more
compacted part of the stratum, interstitial waters moved in both
vertical (upward) and lateral (along bedding planes) directions.
At this, the growth of large crystals occurred along bedding
planes, accompanied by the formation of porphyraceous,
plicated and undulatory structures. In the middle part of the
gypsum stratum, near the contact with the bentonitic layer,
interstitial waters moved, most likely, along the more permeable
beds of the primary large-crystalline gypsum. This favored
growth of crystals formed earlier, as well as of new crystals. At
this, the rock volume increased, resulting in deformations of
beds with the formation of small dome-like structures.
As interstitial solutes penetrated the bentonitic layer, they
re-distributed and continued moving upward. Vertical conduits
at the intersections of primary fractures could serve as paths for
rising interstitial waters. This could explain the anomalous
vertical elongation of the dome structures of the zone III (see
Figure 2.2). Such primary fractures could have been destroyed
during subsequent recrystallization.
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Upward movement of saturated waters along vertical
channels was rather fast, so that gypsum in this sub-zone was
poorly recrystallized. Above, where the rock was less lithified
and fractures were not expressed, water movement retarded.
Here an intense recrystallization occurred, up to the stage of
the selenite gypsum. From this area interstitial waters moved in
different directions from the center to periphery, under conditions of a homogenous media and low pressure gradient, with
the formation of concentric-zoned and radiated-fibrous textures
in the periphery parts of the dome structures. At the outer parts
of the dome structures the water movement was the slowest,
and so recrystallization of the rock progressed slowly, causing
the forming crystals to attain considerable sizes.
Diagenetic transformations of the gypsum stratum began
immediately after precipitation of the sulfate sediment and
continued after the overlying formations had been deposited.
This is evidenced by the presence of veinlets of fibrous gypsum
("satin spar") developed along fractures and bedding planes in
the Upper Badenian clays. This attests to penetration of saturated solutions from the gypsum stratum.
The problem of the diagenesis and recrystallization of
gypsum has many poorly understood aspects. It can not be
ruled out that recrystallization processes continue also in the
catagenetic stage. For instance, in the Lower Permian gypsum
and anhydrides in the Gor'kovsko-Alatyrsky Rise (Russia) the
upper part of the stratum 30m thick in thickness is recrystallized, with the recrystallization processes occurred in the postPaleogene time (Parfenov, 1966). It is poorly understood the
genesis of the giant sabre-like and feather-like gypsum crystals.
Bąbel (1986) considers these as primary features, but this view
is not proven. Srebrodol'sky (1987) noted that their growth can
occur under presence of NaCl. Most likely, the shape of the
crystals is related to their growth within a friable gypsum
sediment impregnated with water. Lastly, regularities of the
regional distribution of the gypsum containing the dome struc-
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tures and with other types of structures are not revealed yet. To
resolve the above mentioned and other relevant problems,
further studies are needed of paleogeographic conditions of the
gypsum deposition and transformations in the region. It is
obvious that the speleological observations through huge
internal exposures of gypsum in caves offer unique opportunities for paleogeographic and lithological/petrographical
investigations.
5.2. The origin of fractures in the gypsum
The problem of the origin of fractures in the gypsum is a
crucial one for adequate understanding of the structural
inhomogeneity of the cave-hosting strata. The vast majority of
researchers considered speleo-initiating fractures as being of
the tectonic origin, referring to the dominance of two or three
sets in the orientation histograms. It has been demonstrated
above that anisotropy of orientations is expressed in the caves
of the region to different extents, and not always. Korzhenevsky
and Rogozhnikov (1978) noted a possibility of the contraction
(early diagenetic) origin of the fractures in the gypsum. Further
studies in the caves of the region allow us to shed more light on
this topic.
From data presented in Chapter 4, the following summary
can be given of the speleo-initiating fractures in the gypsum
strata in the region:
1) All fractures in the gypsum are tension fractures. The vast
majority of them are vertical fractures. They do not dissect the
whole stratum in the vertical direction but are restricted within
certain storeys that correspond to specific structural/textural
units (zones).
2) Parameters of fracture networks demonstrate the differenttiation by storeys and throughout the area, but they are quite
steady within a single geological position (within a certain storey
and an area).
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3) Distribution of fractures within microblocks is quasi-uniform,
and does not display any trends in the direction from tectonic
faults (boundaries of microblocks) toward internal parts of
microblocks.
4) According to their general pattern characteristics, fracture
networks fall, most frequently, into the intervening category
between systematic and polygonal networks. In the extreme
cases, the networks can be demonstrate two or three dominant
sets of fractures (anisotropic, systematic networks) or be purely
polygonal, with 5-7 modal sets of orientations (see Figure 4.14,
the left histogram for the upper storey).
First of all, it should be noted that the problem of fracture
genesis in general is still far from satisfactory resolution. There
is no universally accepted genetic classification of fractures in
rocks, but there are some rather established concepts about
fracture genesis (Chernyshev, 1979, 1983). The complication is
the inheritance in the development of fractures in different
stages of the geologic history of a rock massif (lithogenesis
(diagenesis), tectonic deformations, and hypergenesis). Therefore, in considering conventional genetic classifications of
fractures one must take into account that they refer only to
novice fractures formed during the respective stages.
Considering the existence of some steady geometric types
(patterns) of natural fracture networks, one can also consider
the origin of networks. In the context of this study, we are interested, first of all, in the origin of networks of speleo-initiating
fractures in the gypsum.
We regard as the most representative the general
scheme of genetic classification of fractures published by S.
Chernyshev in 1983 (Figure 5.1). At the first level, fractures are
classified according to the origin and the source of energy that
forms them. Two main classes are distinguished: 1) endokinetic fractures, formed in the course of petrogenetic processses at the expense of the energy accumulated by a rock; and 2)
exokinetic fractures, formed at the expense of the external
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energy impact on a rock. In the second level, further division is
made on the basis of stages to which the generation of
fractures is confined. In the earlier version of this classification
(Chernyshev, 1979) the sub-types of "purely lithogenetic fractures" and of "lithogenetic fractures formed with an influence of
the outer field of stresses" had been distinguished within the
type of primary fractures.

Figure 5.1. The genetic classification of fractures (after Chernyshev,
1983).

The characteristic of fracture networks in the gypsum of
the Western Ukraine obviously corresponds to the properties of
lithogenetic fractures. Another typical indication of the lithogenetic origin of fractures can be obtained from an examination
of topologic peculiarities of networks, - the ways how fractures
are connected in the nodes. It was demonstrated by Chernyshev (1983) that the nodes to which three fractures converge
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are predominant in the networks of lithogenetic fractures. The
amount of nodes with larger numbers of fractures diminishes
drastically. In contrast, it is typical for networks of tectonic
fractures that 4-beam junctions distinctly dominate, in which
one fracture crosses another. This feature indicates that fractures are formed under the dominant influence of the outer field of
stresses, which is homogenous in all blocks of a given massif.
The results of the examination of the topology of the cave
passage networks are given in the table 5.1, where the data of
Ratz and Chernyshev (1970) characterizing fracture networks
of the established lithogenetic and tectonic origin are also
included. At this, the ends of fractures (one beam) were
excluded from the analysis because the "blind" termination of
an element on our cave maps does not necessarily means that
there is no junction in reality. The 2-beam nodes were excluded
too because topologically they can not be separated from a
turn.
The analysis of the data in the table demonstrates that
the amount of the 3-beem junctions in the networks of speleoinitiating fractures sharply predominates (varies from 71.6 to
92.4%; the average value is 81.7%), that closely corresponds to
the amount of such nodes in the networks of the established
lithogenetic origin (varies from 73.4 to 91.5%; the average
83.0%).
The ratios between the amounts of the 3-beam and 4beam junctions vary from 0.09 to 0.33 for lithogenetic fracture
networks and from 0.08 to 0.39 for the networks of speleoinitiating fractures in the gypsum. These ratios drastically differ
from that of fractures of the tectonic origin (4).
The empirically revealed peculiarities of lithogenetic fracture networks, such as their polygonal pattern, restriction to
lithologically homogenous units and other properties, have a
theoretic explanation derived from the energy and geomechanics consideration (Ratz and Chernyshev, 1970; Chernyshev, 1983). The prevalence of the 3-beem junctions is inter-
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Table 5.1. The characteristics of intersections of fractures of different
genesis and intersections of cave passages in the gypsum caves of the
Western Ukraine.
Number of beams
at an intersections

Types of fractures
3

4

5

6

7

8

4-beam/
3-beam
in tersections
Ratio

Primary fractures (Tchernyshev; 1983):
Glaze

78

21,6

0,4

0

0

0

0,28

Lava sheet

73,4

24,3

2,2

0

0

0

0,33

Desiccation cracks
in mud:
1

84,4

15

0

0,6

0

0

0,17

2

91,5

8,5

0

0

0

0

0,09

3

90

8,8

1,2

0

0

0

0,1

4

80,9

10,1

0

0

0

0

0,12

0

0

0

0,19

0

0

0

0,08

0

0

0

0,2

0

0

0

0,26

0

0

0

0,4

0

0

0

4

Speleo-initiating fractures
in the gypsum in the Western Ukraine:
Atlantyda Cave,
83
16
1
the upper storey
92,4
7,6
0
Dzurynska Cave
Mlynky Cave,
82,3 16,6
1,1
the Western Series
Optymistychna
79
20,7
0,3
Cave, Entr.Sr.
71,6 28,4
0
Zoloushka Cave
Tektonic
fractures
20
80
0
(near Nurek,
C.Asia)

Note: For Atlantyda and Dzhurynska caves the maps of fractures have
been used in analysis, for other caves - maps of cave passages.

pretted within the concept of the autonomous development of
an every area of the network: if the main source of stresses is
confined within the polygon, then the resultant fracture does not
extend beyond the earlier formed fracture - the boundary of the
polygon. The development of fractures proceeds in a different
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way where the outer source of stresses is present, e.g. in the
case of tectonic fractures. The outer force creates a rather
homogenous field of stresses in each block of a massif, so that
fractures extend from one block to another, resulting in the
formation of the 4-beam junctions in networks. One should note
that superposition of the outer fields of stresses onto the field of
contraction stresses leads to the same result, and therefore the
forming networks can attain the well expressed systematic
anisotropy.
The above consideration strongly supports the lithogenetic nature of the studied fracture networks in the gypsum
stratum of the region. However, in distinguishing the type of
lithogenetic fractures one usually implies their primary origin
and the formation during the period of lithification of the
sediment. In our case, the age of jointing is apparently more
recent than the period of early diagenesis. As shown in section
4.2, speleo-initiating fractures represent at least the second,
after the pre-speleogenetic fractures, generation of fractures
that had been formed yet in the lithified sediment. Thus, one
can place the studied networks into the lithogenetic category
only implying the extended interpretation of the formation time
and the nature of the lithogenetic fractures, namely, that they
can be formed also in the stage of the late diagenesis
(catagenesis), in relation with the processes of squeezing out
and redistribution of interstitial waters, and of recrystallization,
continuing in the indurated rock.
The fact that systematic anisotropy is more or less
expressed in the passage (fracture) networks does not
contradict to placing the studied fractures into the lithogenetic
category, but it indicates the influence of the outer field of
tectonic stresses. It was shown by Ratz and Chernyshev (1970)
that the character of the primary fracture networks can be
influenced by the stress state and the dynamic conditions in the
adjoining formations (the effect of a "mobile frame"). The
lithogenetic tension fractures in the indurated rock that expe-
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riences the vertical compression due to it's occurrence at
certain considerable depth, can not form without the "frame
influence", i.e. stresses transmitted to the gypsum bed from the
adjoining formations. Thus, in the polygonal fracture networks,
those directions may become the more expressed that correspond to the distribution of the main normal stresses in the
massif, so that the anisotropy of the network forms. This
situation corresponds well to the intervening type of systematic
polygonal networks distinguished by Chernyshev (1983) in his
geometric classification, and to the sub-type of "lithogenetic
fractures formed under the influence of the outer field of
stresses" in the genetic classification.
It is shown in section 4.5 that the differentiation of the
network parameters by areas (microblocks) is characteristic for
speleo-initiating fractures, while these parameters remain
steady within the given area. The boundaries of the cave areas
are large extended fractures or small faults of the clear tectonic
nature, which divide the gypsum stratum into micro-blocks. The
micro-block structure of the cave field has been demonstrated
by Andreychouk (1988) for Zoloushka Cave, and in section 4.5
of the present work for Optymistychna Cave. The same feature
can be easily recognized in all of the large caves of the region.
In the light of the above discussion it becomes apparent the
cause of the micro-block differentiation of parameters of the
fracture networks: the resultant effect of the "frame" stresses
and of the field of the internal stresses is individualized to a
certain degree in the elementary tectonic units - microblocks,
whereas within the micro-block a quazi-uniform network forms
with steady parameters. However, this resultant effect is even
more differentiated by the vertical structural/textural zones
(units) of the gypsum stratum. This suggests that the internal
fields of stresses, which had different configuration in the each
structural/textural zone, did play the principal role in the
formation of the networks.
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It is interesting to note that the characteristics of the
fracture networks in the gypsum closely match to those of
fractures distinguished as the genetic type of the "general"
(systematic) fractures, which forms, along with the type of
primary fractures, the background of rock fracture structure in
platform regions. The "general" fractures are usually placed to
the category of the tectonic fractures (Belousov, 1962; Ratz and
Chernyshev, 1970; Chernyshev, 1983), although the mystery of
their origin is underscored. Fractures of this type are universally
spread through platforms, group into two sets, usually of NE
and NW orientations, are normal to bedding and, as a rule, do
not extend beyond the limits of a single bed. It is believed that
the "general" fractures differ from the lithogenetic ones by more
expressed anisotropy and greater lengths. In the light of the
above discussion, it seems to be appropriate the opinion
expressed by Velikanov and Zaika-Novatsky (1971), based on
the study of fractures of the Upper Proterozoic formations in the
Eastern Podil'sky region, that the "general" fractures are not
related to tectonics but are formed due to the processes of the
late diagenesis, so that they can be placed into the category of
the lithogenetic fractures.
Thus, the problem of the nature of speleo-initiating
fractures in the gypsum of the Western Ukraine still can not be
unambiguously resolved, at least within the existing genetic
classifications and concepts. Perhaps, it would be appropriate
to talk about the complicated process of the formation of
fractures in the course of lithogenesis (catagenesis) of the
gypsum stratum, under simultaneous impacts of the lithogenetic
and tectonic stresses and strong control of the structural/textural heterogeneity of the rock on fracture occurrence
(Klimchouk, 1986; Klimchouk and Andreychouk, 1988).
And, lastly, it is appropriate to briefly discuss the issue of
the preservation of fractures in the gypsum stratum. The data
presented above support the view about the prolonged process
of the formation of fractures in the gypsum, and their different
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ages. The prolonged existence of fractures contradicts to the
widely accepted opinion about the self-sealing of fractures in
gypsum due to its plasticity and flowage. Because of this,
gypsum massifs are often assumed by definition as monolithic
and poorly permeable for fluids. This view is true in part in case
of thick massifs or sequences of sulfate rocks that are not
clamped rigidly between the adjoining formations. However, the
peculiarity of the geologic position of the Western Ukrainian
gypsum is that the stratum is spread through the considerable
area in the form of a rather thin bed clamped between the
adjoining rigid formations. Perhaps, this is the main cause of
the prolonged preservation of the quazi-uniform fracture
networks in the gypsum, that is the most important structural
prerequisite for the formation of the huge maze cave systems.
This feature determines the uniqueness of the gypsum karst of
the region in comparison with other gypsum karsts in the world.
5.3. Hydrogeological conditions of realization of the
structural prerequisites of speleogenesis.
Although the main objectives of the present work are
restricted to the characterization of the structural prerequisites
of speleogenesis in the Western Ukraine, it is appropriate to
discuss in brief the hydrogeological conditions for their
realization. The hydrogeologic aspects of the speleogenetic
analysis include revealing of the time of the cave formation, the
type of the aquifer (aquifers system) in the main stage of
speleogenesis, recharge/discharge conditions in this stage, the
nature of the dissolving capability of underground waters. In the
discussion below, only some aspects are touched in brief. For
more detailed consideration of the regional speleogenesis see
Klimchouk (2000).
Not going into detailed consideration of the development
of ideas regarding speleogenesis in the gypsum in the Western
Ukraine, we should only mention the recent radical change of
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the approach to the problem. For a long time, the cave genesis
in the region had been interpreted from the standpoint of the
"point recharge - lateral flow" conceptual model suggested by
V.N.Dublyansky (Dublyansky and Smol'nikov, 1969; Dublyansky and Lomaev, 1980). According to this model, the caves
were formed during the Early and Middle Pleistocene due to
swallowing of perennial and intermittent surface streams into
the gypsum stratum via ponors and the lateral flow through the
gypsum between the sub-parallel left tributaries of the Dniester
River. The development of caves was assumed to occur under
shallow phreatic and water table conditions. The multi-storey
structure of the caves was assumed to result from cycles the
river valley entrenchment and corresponding lowering of the
water table (Dublyansky and Smol'nikov, 1969; Dublyansky and
Lomaev, 1980).
This conceptual model had several pitfalls. The most
serious ones are that it could not explain the early speleogenesis, considering the kinetic constrains on the dissolution
enlargement of initial fractures in gypsum, and the development
of uniform maze patterns. Even if the existence of wide-open,
laterally connected fractures (to permit for the breakthrough
condition) is assumed, the lateral flow through the gypsum
could create single conduits but not maze caves.
During the 1980s and 90s, one of the present authors
had developed a new, artesian theory of speleogenesis in the
gypsum for the region (Klimchouk, 1986, 1990, 1992a, b, 1996,
2000, 2003; Klimchouk and Shestopalov, 1990). According to
this theory, the formation of caves occurred in confined
conditions, in a multi-storey artesian system, due to the
transverse hydraulic communication between the aquifers
across the gypsum. Maze caves were formed due to dispersed
upward recharge into the gypsum from the sub-gypsum aquifer,
which enabled solution widening of all available speleo-initiating
fractures. Cave systems were developed in zones of the piezometric low, where the capping aquitard became thin due to the
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initial entrenchment of the erosional valleys (Figure 5.2). In
such zones, conditions for the upward discharge of the Miocene
aquifer system established.

Figure 5.2. The conceptual model of artesian transverse speleogenesis
in the gypsum stratum of the Western Ukraine (after Klimchouk, 1996).

In the course of the subsequent uplifts of the territory and
the entrenchment of the erosional valleys, the aquifer system
became unconfined and drained, and the cave systems became largely relict.
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The peculiarities of the structure of the cave systems
considered above strongly support the artesian theory of
speleogenesis in the region.
The multi-storey structure of the caves is preconditioned
by the multi-storey occurrence of speleo-initiating fractures,
which in turn is determined by the structural/textural differenttiation of the stratum, and by the lithogenetic nature of fractures.
On the general background of the upward water flow in the
system in the zones of piezometric low, the flow received a
considerable lateral component within those intervals of the
gypsum strata where network had well developed lateral
connectivity. In general, the multi-storey structure of cave
systems and considerable lateral development of speleoforms
in certain units is conditioned by the discordance of the
permeability structure of different structural/textural units of the
gypsum stratum (Figure 5.3).
All the caves have some structural elements in the lower
part of the gypsum stratum, that provided for upward recharge
of cave systems from the sub-gypsum aquifer. In most of cases
fractures near the bottom of the stratum do not form extensive
connected networks, so that recharge of laterally connected
networks in the next upper storey occurred through single
fractures or small local networks. Such "feeding" cavities are
uniformly distributed throughout the areas of the master storey;
this provided for dispersed inflow of aggressive water into
passages of the master storey and for a possibility of relatively
uniform solutional widening of all available fractures in the
network. In some cases (Atlantyda Cave) lateral flow occurred
chiefly along the bottom of the gypsum, but cavities of the upper
storey developed locally providing for the water exchange
between adjoining master passages.
Optymistychna Cave has the most complicated multistorey structure. There are areas of continuous spread of
passage networks in the lower storey, adjoining along the
common contour with the areas where the middle storey net-
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Figure 5.3. Vertical structural heterogeneity and transverse flow
through fracture networks in multiple levels (after Klimchouk, 2003).

works are developed. These later areas, in turn, border with the
areas where networks of the upper storey are developed (Figure 5.4). At this, the areas of the lower storey tend to surround
non-karstified areas, forming the "contours of recharge". The
explanation of such regular transition of the maze from the
lower storeys to the upper ones in certain directions comes
when one superimposes the contour of the cave system and it's
regions onto the scheme of the surface erosional valleys, which
served as focuses of the upward discharge from the system.
The overall flow through the gypsum occurred stepwise from
the recharge areas to the discharge areas, attaining a
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considerable lateral component in the each level according to
the structure of the networks of speleo-initiating fractures in the
each level and peculiarities of the connectivity pattern between
the networks at different storeys (Figure 5.4, profile).

Figure 5.4. A simplified regionalization of Optymistychna Cave,
Western Ukraine, a 230+ km long maze, according to its multi-story
structures and the reconstruction of recharge-discharge arrangement
during the time of its formation. Inset diagramatically shows the
hydrostratigraphy and the stair-case effect of the recharge-discharge
offset. The thickness of the gypsum bed (18 m) is exaggerated.

The distribution of karstified areas in the plan view,
contours of the cave fields, particularly the contours of the
areas passages in lower storey, are determined not only by the
distribution of fractures in the gypsum and the relative position
of recharge and discharge areas, but also by the distribution of
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zones of enhanced permeability in the sub-gypsum aquifer.
One can assume that characteristic elongated contours of the
cave fields indicate in general locations of zones of the
enhanced permeability in the Lower Badenian aquifer. This
issue is of the great significance for spatial prediction of the
karst development in the gypsum and needs in further studies.
Thus, the field data about the structure of the large cave
systems in the region fit well to the artesian model of
speleogenesis. It is easy to show that within other conventional
models, for instance - within the discarded model of "point
recharge – lateral through flow", the speleogenetic realization of
the present structural prerequisites would be completely
different.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The 15-30 m thick gypsum stratum of the Tyrassky formation
of Middle Badenian is characterized by the facial heterogeneity
in area and the clear vertical structural/textural differentiation.
Size of gypsum crystals usually increase from the bottom
toward the top of the stratum. For the most of the Podil'sky
region the three-unit structure of the gypsum strata is common.
In some areas, the uppermost part of the gypsum is comprised
by giant (up to 8-10m in diameter) concentric/zoned and
radiated/fibrous dome structures of macro- and giantocrystalline
gypsum.
2. The vertical structural/textural differentiation of the gypsum
stratum is determined by both the changes of the conditions of
sedimentation in the fore-Carpathian evaporate basin and the
processes of transformation of the rock in the stages of
synsedimentary and early diagenesis. The transformations of
the rock occurred under influence of the upward movement of
saturated interstitial solutions.
3. The vertical structural/textural differentiation of the gypsum
stratum has determined the spatial distribution of the networks
of speleo-initiating fractures. Most fractures do not dissect the
gypsum for its entire thickness, but occur by storeys confined to
certain units and form largely independent networks with
differing characteristics. The speleo-initiating fractures and their
networks exhibit characteristics indicative of the genetic types
of lithogenetic and planetary (general) fractures.
4. The patterns of the cave systems in the region are
determined by the structure of speleo-initiating fractures. All the
large caves demonstrate the two- or three-storey structure.
Parameters of networks and the morphology of passages
considerably differ between the storeys and, to the lesser
extent, from area to area between microblocks, but these
characteristics are rather uniform within a certain geological
position (within a certain storey and a micro-block).
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5. The field data about the structure of the large cave systems
in the region fit well to the transverse artesian model of speleogenesis. Caves were formed due to the upward water flow
across the gypsum between aquifers in the multi-storey artesian
system, in zones of piezometric low where upward discharge
occurred through the capping aquitard. The multi-storey structure of cave systems and their considerable lateral development
is determined by the discordance of the permeability structure
in different structural/textural units of the gypsum stratum.
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APPENDIX

Photo 1. Micro-grained gypsum with the stromatolitic structure (Optymistychna Cave). The diameter of the lens cap is 5cm (Photo by Igor
Turchinov).

Photo 2. A monocrystal of the selenite gypsum embedded in micrograined stromatolitic gypsum (Optymistychna Cave). The diameter of
the crystal is 40cm (Photo by Igor Turchinov).
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Photo 3. Deformation of beds of micro-grained and large-crystalline
gypsum, with the formation of the dome structures of the unit II
(Optymistychna Cave). The width of the photo is 2m (Photo by Igor
Turchinov).

Photo 4. The marker bed of bentonitic clays of 10cm in thick-ness
(Optymistychna Cave) (Photo by Igor Turchinov).
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Photo 5. A monocrystal of the selenite gypsum in the core of the dome
structure (transverse section). The diameter of the monocrystal is
30cm (Optymistychna Cave) (Photo by Igor Turchinov).

Photo 6. Gypsum with sabre-like crystals of the primary sedi-mentary
origin (Ustechko) (Photo by Igor Turchinov).
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